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A NEW CHARACTERIZATION OF THE HAAGERUP
PROPERTY BY ACTIONS ON INFINITE MEASURE SPACES
THIEBOUT DELABIE :, PAUL JOLISSAINT ;, ALEXANDRE ZUMBRUNNEN ;
Abstract. The aim of the article is to provide a characterization of the
Haagerup property for locally compact, second countable groups in terms of
actions on σ-finite measure spaces. It is inspired by the very first definition
of amenability, namely the existence of an invariant mean on the algebra of
essentially bounded, measurable functions on the group.
1. Introduction
Throughout this article, G denotes a locally compact, second countable group
(lcsc group for short); we assume furthermore that it is non-compact, because the
compact case is not relevant to the Haagerup property [5] which is the central theme
of these notes.
The latter property is often interpreted as a weak form of amenability or as a
strong negation of Kazhdan’s property (T), depending on the context.
A way to see that it is a weak form of amenability is to consider the following
characterization: recall that G has the Haagerup property if and only if there exists
a sequence of normalized, positive definite functions pϕnqně1 on G such that ϕn
converges to the constant function 1 uniformly on compact subsets of G as nÑ8,
and each ϕn P C0pGq, i.e. ϕn Ñ 0 at infinity. In turn, G is amenable if and only if
each ϕn can be chosen with compact support.
Nowadays, there are several characterizations of the Haagerup property: apart
from the ones presented in the monography [5], we can mention for instance the
ones involving actions on median spaces or on measured walls as in [4]. In fact, the
characterization presented here has no direct relationship with the latter ones; it
rests rather on strongly mixing actions on probability spaces: see Theorem 1.6.
The present article has its origin in the characterization of amenability given by
its original definition: the lcsc group G is amenable if and only if the algebra L8pGq
has a G-invariant mean with respect to the action of G on itself by left translation.
Observe that such an action is a special case of proper actions that we recall now.
Let Ω be a locally compact space. Suppose that the lcsc group G acts continuously
on Ω. Then the action is proper if for all compact subsets K,L Ă Ω, the set
tg P G : gK X L ­“ Hu
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is relatively compact in G. Then a question arises: Which lcsc groups admit proper
actions on locally compact spaces Ω equipped with an invariant measure and such
that L8pΩq has an invariant mean? Here is the answer:
Proposition 1.1. Let G be a lcsc group and let Ω be a locally compact space on
which G acts properly and which admits a G-invariant, regular Borel measure µ. If
L8pΩq has an invariant mean, then G is amenable.
Indeed, it is a well-known fact that the existence of an invariant mean on L8pΩq
is equivalent to the fact that, for every compact set L Ă G and every ε ą 0, there
exists a continuous function ξ on Ω with compact support, such that }ξ}2 “ 1 and
sup
gPL
|xπΩpgqξ|ξy ´ 1| ă ε
where πΩ denotes the natural unitary representation of G on L
2pΩq associated to
the action of G on Ω. As the latter is proper and ξ has compact support, the
coefficient function ϕ “ xπΩp¨qξ|ξy has compact support too, and thus the constant
function 1 is a uniform limit on compact sets of compactly supported positive
definite functions, which means that G is amenable.
Thus, G is amenable if and only if it admits a proper, measure-preserving action
on some locally compact space Ω so that L8pΩq admits a G-invariant mean.
As properness of actions is too strong to characterize the Haagerup property,
we consider the setting of measure-preserving actions on measure spaces equipped
with invariant measures. It turns out that the following property is well adapted
to our situation.
Definition 1.2. Let pΩ,B, µq be a measure space on which a lcsc group G acts
by Borel automorphisms which preserve µ. Then we say that the corresponding
dynamical system pΩ,B, µ,Gq is a C0-dynamical system if, for all A,B P B such
that 0 ď µpAq, µpBq ă 8, one has
lim
gÑ8
µpgAXBq “ 0.
Remark 1.3. Let pΩ,B, µ,Gq be a C0-dynamical system. Then every G-invariant
set A P B such that µpAq ă 8 is automatically of measure zero. In particular, if µ
is finite then it is equal to zero. Moreover, the action of G is not ergodic in general.
Indeed, let Z act by translations on R equipped with Lebesgue measure µ. Then
A :“ tx` k : x P p0, 1{2q, k P Zu “
ğ
kPZ
pk, k ` 1{2q
is Z-invariant and µpAq “ µpAcq “ 8. The action is C0 since it is proper, as it is
the restriction to Z of the action of R on itself.
Remark 1.4. Let pΩ,B, µ,Gq be a (measure-preserving) dynamical system; then it
is a C0-dynamical system if and only if the permutation representation πΩ of G on
L2pΩq is a C0-representation. Hence, we infer that if G admits a C0-dynamical sys-
tem pΩ,B, µ,Gq such that L8pΩq has a G-invariant mean, then G has the Haagerup
property.
Then the goal of the present article is to prove the converse.
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Theorem 1.5. Let G be a lcsc group which has the Haagerup property. Then there
exists a C0-dynamical system pΩ,B, µ,Gq such that L8pΩq has a G-invariant mean.
More precisely,
(1) the measure µ is σ-finite, G-invariant and the Hilbert space L2pΩ, µq is
separable;
(2) for all measurable sets A,B P B such that 0 ď µpAq, µpBq ă 8, we have
lim
gÑ8
µpgAXBq “ 0;
in other words, πΩ is a C0-representation;
(3) there exists a sequence of unit vectors pξnq Ă L2pΩ, µq such that ξn ě 0 for
every n, and for every compact set K Ă G, one has
lim
nÑ8
sup
gPK
xπΩpgqξn|ξny “ 1;
in other words, the dynamical system pΩ,B, µ,Gq has an invariant mean.
The proof of Theorem 1.5 will occupy the rest of the article. It relies on the
characterization of the Haagerup property stated in Theorem 2.2.2 of [5] that we
recall now.
Theorem 1.6. ([5], Theorem 2.2.2) Let G be a lcsc group. Then it has the
Haagerup property if and only if there exists a standard probability space pS,BS , νq
on which G acts by Borel automorphisms which preserve ν, and pS,BS , νq has the
following additional two properties:
(a) the action of G on S is strongly mixing, which means that for all A,B P BS,
lim
gÑ8
νpgAXBq “ νpAqνpBq;
(b) the action admits a non-trivial asymptotically invariant sequence: there
exists a sequence pAnqně1 Ă BS such that νpAnq “ 1{2 for every n and
such that, for every compact set K Ă G,
lim
nÑ8
sup
gPK
νpgAn △Anq “ 0.
Furthermore, we assume that S is a compact metric space on which G acts
continuously, and ν has support S, according to (the proof of) Lemma 1.3 of [1]
that we recall for the reader’s convenience.
Lemma 1.7. ([1], Lemma 1.3) Let X be a standard Borel G-space with a G-
invariant probability measure µ. Then there exists a compact metric space Y , on
which G acts continuously, and a G-invariant probability measure ν, whose support
is Y , such that L2pX,µq and L2pY, νq are G-isomorphic.
We end this introduction with a brief sketch of the proof of Theorem 1.5. It
uses elementary measure theory (see [3] on this subject) but it is quite long and
involved.
We start with the infinite product space X “ śně1 S, where S satisfies all
properties of Theorem 1.6 and Lemma 1.7. We equip X with the diagonal action of
G and with a suitable family F of subsets containing all sets of the form B “śnBn
such that the infinite product
ś
n 2νpBnq converges, where Bn P BS for every n.
We construct a measure µ on σpFq, the σ-algebra generated by F , that satisfies
µpBq “śn 2νpBnq for every B as above.
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One of the reasons of the choices of such sets and measure µ is that one can
extract from the family pAnq in condition (b) of Theorem 1.6 a sequence pXmqm Ă F
so that the associated sequence of unit vectors ξm “ χXm satisfies condition (3) of
Theorem 1.5. They are unit vectors since νpAnq “ 1{2 for every n.
In order to prove that condition (2) holds, consider two subsets A “śnAn and
B “ śnBn such that the infinite products śn 2νpAnq and śn 2νpBnq converge.
Given ε ą 0, choose first N large enough so that
1
2
´ ε ă νpAnq, νpBnq ă 1
2
` ε
for every n ě N . Then, using the strong mixing property of the action of G on S
(condition (a) in Theorem 1.6), we choose a suitable positive number ε1 ą 0, an
integerm ą 0, and a compact set K Ă G such that, for every g R K, νpgAnXBnq ď
νpAnqνpBnq ` ε1 for all N ď n ď N `m. Hence we get
µpgAXBq ď
N´1ź
n“1
2νpAnq ¨
ź
nąN`m
2νpAnq ¨
N`mź
n“N
2pνpAnqνpBnq ` ε1q
“ µpAq
N`mź
n“N
2νpAnqνpBnq ` 2ε1
2νpAnq ă ε
since the quotients 2νpAnqνpBnq`2ε
1
2νpAnq
belong to some interval p0, δq for a convenient
value of δ ă 1 such that δm`1 ă ε{µpAq.
It turns out that the σ-algebra σpFq generated by F is too large, so that the
dynamical system pX, σpFq, µ,Gq is not σ-finite, and, as observed by A. Calderi
and A. Valette (cf. Remark 2.9), the associated representation πX on L
2pX,µq is
not continuous.
Thus, we need to divide the proof of Theorem 1.5 into two parts: in the first one,
we prove that pX, σpFq, µ,Gq is a C0-dynamical system as stated in Definition 1.2
on the one hand, and we construct a sequence of unit vectors that satisfy condition
(3) in Theorem 1.5 on the other hand. In the case where G is discrete, it is very
simple to restrict our dynamical system to a σ-finite one, so that the proof is
complete with the former additional assumption. All this is contained in Section 2.
In the last part of the proof, which is the subject of Section 3, we define a sub-σ-
algebra σpFcq of σpFq and a measure µc so that, for every A P σpFcq, µcpAq ă 8,
we have limgÑe µcpgA△ Aq “ 0. This implies the continuity of the permutation
representation πX : G Ñ UpL2pX, σpFcq, µcqq, and finally the latter property is
used to prove that we can restrict our dynamical system to get a σ-finite measure.
Acknowledgements. We very grateful to A. Calderi and A. Valette for the content
of Remark 2.9, to S. Baaj for his help on the automatic continuity of the permuta-
tion representations on separable L2-spaces, and to the referee for his/her valuable
comments.
2. Proof of Theorem 1.5, Part 1
For the rest of the article, G denotes a (non compact) lcsc group with the
Haagerup property. According to Theorem 1.6 and Lemma 1.7, let pS,BS , νq be a
compact metric space equipped with a probability measure ν whose support is S,
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and G acts continously on S and preserves ν and which satisfies conditions (a) and
(b) of Theorem 1.6.
Then put X “ śně1 S “ tpsnqně1 : sn P S @ nu. If S is any non-empty family
of subsets of X , we denote by σpSq the σ-algebra generated by S.
Here is the starting point of our construction.
Definition 2.1. Let X be as above.
(1) We denote by F0 the family of subsets of X of the form A “
ś
ně1An
where An P BS for all n such that the infinite product
ś8
n“1 2νpAnq exists,
i.e. the sequence of partial products pśNn“1 2νpAnqqNě1 converges to some
limit in r0,8q1. We also set
F0,` “ tB “
ź
n
Bn P F0 : νpBnq ą 0 @ nu.
(2) We define the following sequence pFnqně1 of collections of subsets of X by
induction: for n ě 1, set Fn “ tBzA : A,B P Fn´1u. Finally, we set
F :“
ď
ně0
Fn.
Observe that H P F0, hence also that Fn Ă Fn`1 for every n.
Lemma 2.2. For all A,B P F0, one has AXB P F0.
Proof. Let A,B P F0. Let us write A “
ś
nAn and B “
ś
nBn as above.
Then νpAn X Bnq ď minpνpAnq, νpBnqq for every n. If there exists an integer n
such that minpνpAnq, νpBnqq “ 0, then the product
ś8
n“1 2νpAn X Bnq converges
trivially, and A X B P F0. Suppose then that νpAnq ą 0 for every n, and consider
the product of conditional probabilities
aN “
Nź
n“1
νpBn|Anq “
Nź
n“1
νpAn XBnq
νpAnq .
As 0 ď νpBn|Anq ď 1 for every n, one has 0 ď aN`1 ď aN ď 1 for every N , and
the bounded, decreasing sequence paN qNě1 converges, say, to a P r0, 1s. Then the
sequence
Nź
n“1
2νpAn XBnq “ aN ¨
Nź
n“1
2νpAnq
converges to a ¨ś8n“1 2νpAnq. ˝
Lemma 2.3. The family F is a semiring of subsets of X, i.e.
(i) if A,B P F then AXB P F ;
(ii) if A,B P F then BzA P F .
In particular, the set of all finite, disjoint unions of elements of F is a ring of
subsets of X. It is the ring generated by F and is denoted by RpFq. Moreover,
(iii) for every A P F , there exists B P F0 such that A Ă B.
1Recall that an infinite product
ś
n
un of complex numbers converges if limNÑ8
ś
N
n“1 un
exists and is different from 0, and it converges trivially if the limit equals 0. Thus we require that
the infinite product
ś8
n“1 2νpAnq either converges or converges trivially.
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Proof. (i) We prove by induction on n ě 0 that for all A,B P Fn, one has
AXB P F . The claim is true for n “ 0 by Lemma 2.2. Thus let us assume that the
claim is true for n ě 0, and let A,B P Fn`1. Then there exist A1, A2, B1, B2 P Fn
such that A “ A1zA2 and B “ B1zB2. Then by induction hypothesis, there exists
m ě n such that A1 XB1 P Fm. As
AXB “ pA1 XAc2q X pB1 XBc2q “ ppA1 XB1qzA2qzB2,
this shows that AXB P Fm`2 Ă F since pA1 XB1qzA2 P Fm`1.
Assertion (ii) follows readily from the definitions, and (iii) is established by induc-
tion on n. ˝
The next step consists in defining a suitable measure µ on the σ-algebra σpFq “
σpF0q generated by F (or equivalently by F0).
In order to do that, we associate to every element B “ śnBn P F0,` the
probability measure PB on the σ-algebra σpCq generated by the family C of all
cylinder sets in X “ śn S. We observe for future use that F0 Ă σpCq, hence that
σpFq Ă σpCq as well.
Then PB is the product probability measure
Â
n νn,B where νn,B is the proba-
bility measure on BS given by
νn,BpEq :“ νpE XBnq
νpBnq “ νpE|Bnq
for every E P BS and for every n. As is well known, if C “
ś
n Cn with Cn Ă S
Borel for every n, then PBpCq “
ś8
n“1 νn,BpCnq because C “
Ş
N C
pNq where
CpNq “ C1 ˆ C2 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆCN ˆ S ˆ S ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ P C and PBpCpNqq “
śN
n“1 νn,BpCnq for
all N .
We define now a premeasure µ on F .
Definition 2.4. For A P F0, A “
ś
nAn, set µpAq :“
ś8
n“1 2νpAnq. For A PŤ
ně1 Fn, let B P F0 be such that A Ă B; then set
µpAq “
"
PBpAqµpBq if B P F0,`
0 if µpBq “ 0.
We need to check that µ is well defined.
Lemma 2.5. Let A P F .
(i) If there exists B P F0 such that A Ă B and µpBq “ 0, then PCpAqµpCq “ 0
for every C P F0,` such that A Ă C.
(ii) If B,C P F0,` are such that A Ă B X C, one has
(2.1) PBpAqµpBq “ PCpAqµpCq.
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Proof. (i) If B and C are as above, then
0 ď PCpAqµpCq “ PCpAXBqµpCq
ď PCpB X CqµpCq
“
8ź
n“1
νpBn X Cnq
νpCnq ¨
8ź
n“1
2νpCnq
“ lim
NÑ8
Nź
n“1
2νpBn X Cnq
2νpCnq ¨ 2νpCnq
“
8ź
n“1
2νpBn X Cnq ď
8ź
n“1
2νpBnq “ 0.
(ii) Observe first that if B,C P F0,` are such that µpBq “ µpCq “ 0, then Equality
(2.1) holds trivially. By (i), it also holds if µpBqµpCq “ 0. Thus, it remains to
prove that (2.1) holds when A Ă B X C with B,C P F0,` and µpBqµpCq ą 0.
We assume first that A “śnAn P F0; then
PBpAqµpBq “
8ź
n“1
νpAn XBnq
νpBnq ¨
8ź
n“1
2νpBnq
“ lim
NÑ8
Nź
n“1
2νpAn XBnq
2νpBnq 2νpBnq
“
8ź
n“1
2νpAn XBnlooomooo
“An
q
“ µpAq.
Similarly, we get PCpAqµpCq “ µpAq.
In the last part of the proof, we fix B,C P F0,` such that µpBqµpCq ą 0, and
we define two measures µpBq and µpCq on the σ-algebra σpCq (which contains σpFq)
by
µpBqpEq :“ PBpB X EqµpBq @ E P σpCq
and similarly for µpCq. Then µpBqpXq “ PBpBqµpBq “ µpBq ă 8 (resp. µpCqpXq “
µpCq) so that they are both finite measures on σpCq.
Set A :“ tA P σpFq : µpBqpA X B X Cq “ µpCqpA X B X Cqu. Then the
second part shows that F0 Ă A, and in particular, since B X C P F0, one has that
µpBqpB X Cq “ µpCqpB X Cq, which implies that X P A.
Let us check that if A P A, then Ac P A: indeed, as B X C “ pAc X B X Cq \
pAXB X Cq,
µpBqpAc XB X Cq “ µpBqpB X Cq ´ µpBqpAXB X Cq
“ µpCqpB X Cq ´ µpCqpAXB X Cq
“ µpCqpAc XB X Cq.
Finally, it is straightforward to check that A is a monotone class. It implies that it
is a σ-algebra which contains F0, hence A “ σpFq. ˝
As a consequence of Lemma 2.5 and Caratheodory’s theorem, we have:
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Proposition 2.6. The premeasure µ : F Ñ R` is σ-additive and thus it extends
to a measure still denoted by µ on the σ-algebra σpFq. However, µ is not σ-finite;
in particular, it is infinite.
Proof. Let pApkqqkě1 Ă F be a sequence of pairwise disjoint sets such that
A :“ Ůkě1 Apkq still belongs to F . Choose B P F0 such that A Ă B. Then, as
Apkq Ă B for every k, if µpBq “ 0, one has, by Lemma 2.5, µpApkqq “ µpAq “ 0 for
every k. If µpBq ą 0, one has
µpAq “ PBpAqµpBq “
ÿ
k
PBpApkqqµpBq “
ÿ
k
µpApkqq
since PB is σ-additive. Thus, by Caratheodory’s theorem (see for instance Theorem
11.1 of [3]), µ extends to a measure still denoted by µ on σpFq.
In order to prove that µ is not σ-finite, let us chooseA P BS such that νpAq “ 1{2,
and set A0 “ A and A1 “ Ac. Next, for every sequence ε :“ pεnqně1 Ă t0, 1uN˚ “:
E , set Aε :“
ś
nAεn P F0. Then µpAεq “ 1 for every ε P E and AεXAε1 “ H for all
ε ­“ ε1. If µ was σ-finite, then E would be countable: indeed, there would exist an
increasing sequence X1 Ă X2 Ă . . . Ă X such that
Ť
kXk “ X and µpXkq ă 8 for
every k. Then, for k ě 2, set Ek “ tε P E : µpXkXAεq ě 1{2u. Then |Ek| ď 2µpXkq
is finite. As limkÑ8 µpXk XAεq “ µpAεq “ 1 for every ε, it follows that E “
Ť
k Ek
would be countable, which is not the case. ˝
Now we consider the diagonal action of G on pX, σpFq, µq, i.e.
g ¨ psnqně1 “ pgsnqně1
for g P G and psnqně1 P X “
ś
n S.
Lemma 2.7. The action of G on X defined above is measurable. In particular, G
acts by measurable automorphisms on pX, σpFq, µq and it preserves µ.
Proof. Let α : GˆX Ñ X be defined by αpg, pxnqně1q “ pgxnqně1. To prove
that α is measurable, it is sufficient to see that the preimage of any element of F0
is measurable.
Let A P F0 with A “
ź
ně1
An. For m ě 1, we define a permutation function
βm : GˆX Ñ GˆX by
pg, pxnqně1q ÞÑ pg, pxm, x1, x2, . . . , xm´1, xm`1, xm`2, ¨ ¨ ¨ q,
which is clearly measurable.
Let us consider now α´1pAq; we have:
α´1pAq “ tpg, pxnqně1q : αppg, pxnqně1qq P Au
“ tpg, pxnqně1q : pgxnqně1 P Au
“
č
kě1
tpg, pxnqně1q : gxk P Aku .
For fixed k, since the action γ : G ˆ S Ñ S given by γpg, sq “ gs is continuous
hence measurable, we have
tpg, pxnqně1q : gxk P Aku “ β´1k
`
γ´1pAkq ˆ S ˆ S ˆ . . .
˘ P BpGq ˆ σpFq.
Whence
α´1pAq “
č
ně1
β´1n
˜
γ´1pAnq ˆ
ź
kě2
S
¸
P BpGq ˆ σpFq.
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In particular, if B P σpFq and for g P G fixed, then
gB “ pg´1q´1B P σpFq
This ends the proof of the measurability of the action of G.
Finally, if A “śnAn P F0, then gA “śn gAn, and the equality µpgAq “ µpAq
holds since the action of G is diagonal and ν is preserved by the action of G on S.
If A P F , let B P F0,` be such that A Ă B, so that µpAq “ PBpAqµpBq,
according to Definition 2.4. Then gA Ă gB so that
µpgAq “ PgBpgAqµpgBq “ PBpAqµpBq “ µpAq
for the following reason: For every cylinder set C “ C1ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ˆCN ˆSˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ P σpCq,
one has
PgBpgCq “
Nź
n“1
νpgCn X gBnq
νpgBnq “ PBpCq.
This equality holds first for every element of the algebra generated by cylinder sets,
hence for every element C P σpCq by uniqueness of probability measures which
coincide on given algebras of sets. In particular, one has µpgAq “ µpAq for every
A P F , hence in the algebra RpFq.
Next, the construction of the extension of µ to σpFq is given by
µpEq “ inf
# ÿ
mě1
µpBmq : pBmqmě1 Ă RpFq, E Ă
ď
m
Bm
+
for every E P σpFq. Thus, if g P G is fixed, one has
µpgEq “ inf
# ÿ
mě1
µpBmq : pBmqmě1 Ă RpFq, E Ă
ď
m
g´1Bm
+
“ µpEq
because the ring RpFq is G-invariant and every countable covering of E P σpFq in
the definition of µpEq above can be taken of the form
E Ă
ď
m
g´1Bm
with pBmq Ă RpFq by G-invariance of RpFq. ˝
We are now ready to prove the first part of Theorem 1.5 in the general case,
namely the existence of a C0-dynamical system with almost invariant vectors, and
to finish the proof in the case where G is discrete (hence countable).
Proposition 2.8. The dynamical system pX, σpFq, µ,Gq is a C0-dynamical system,
namely, for all A,B P σpFq such that 0 ă µpAq, µpBq ă 8 one has
(2.2) lim
gÑ8
µpgAXBq “ 0,
and there exists a sequence of unit vectors pξnq P L2pX, σpFq, µq such that ξn ě 0
for every n, and for every compact set K Ă G one has
(2.3) lim
nÑ8
sup
gPK
xπXpgqξn|ξny “ 1.
Moreover, if G is discrete, there exists a G-invariant subset Ω P σpFq such that
the restriction of µ to Ω is σ-finite and the corresponding Hilbert space L2pΩ, µq
contains the sequence pξnq and is separable.
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Proof. Assume first that A,B P F0, and write A “
ś
nAn and B “
ś
nBn,
so that
µpAq “
ź
ně1
2νpAnq and µpBq “
ź
ně1
2νpBnq.
Let ε ą 0 be fixed and take ε1 ą 0 small enough in order that δ :“ 1
2
`ε1` ε11
2
´ε1
ă 1.
Since 0 ă µpAq, µpBq ă 8, there exists N large enough such that
1
2
´ ε1 ă νpAnq, νpBnq ă 1
2
` ε1 @n ě N.
Since δ ă 1, there exists m large enough such that δm`1 ă ε
µpAq . The action
of G on pS, νq being strongly mixing, there exist compact sets Kn Ă G for all
n P tN, . . . , N `mu such that
|νpgAn XBnq ´ νpAnqνpBnq| ď ε1 @g P GzKn.
Set K “
N`mď
n“N
Kn which is compact. Then we have for all g P GzK:
µpgAXBq ď
N´1ź
n“1
2νpAnq ¨
N`mź
n“N
2pνpAnqνpBnq ` ε1q ¨
ź
něN`m`1
2νpAnq
“ µpAq ¨
N`mź
n“N
2νpAnqνpBnq ` 2ε1
2νpAnq
“ µpAq
N`mź
n“N
ˆ
νpBnq ` ε
1
νpAnq
˙
ă µpAq
N`mź
n“N
ˆ
1
2
` ε1 ` ε
1
1
2
´ ε1
˙
“ µpAqδm`1 ă ε.
Thus we have
lim
gÑ8
µpgAXBq “ 0 @A,B P F0.
The same claim holds for A,B P F since there exist C,D P F0 such that A Ă C
and B Ă D and µpgAXBq ď µpgC XDq Ñ 0 as g Ñ8. Moreover, Equality (2.2)
also holds for all elements of the ring RpFq.
Finally, if A,B P σpFq are such that 0 ă µpAq, µpBq ă 8, by construction of the
measure µ on σpFq, if ε ą 0 is given, there exist two sequences pCkqkě1, pDℓqℓě1 Ă
RpFq such that
A Ă
ď
kě1
Ck and B Ă
ď
ℓě1
Dℓ
and
µpAq ď
ÿ
k
µpCkq ă µpAq ` ε and µpBq ď
ÿ
ℓ
µpDℓq ă µpBq ` ε.
Choose first N large enough so that
ř
ℓąN µpDℓq ă ε{3. Then, as
gAXB Ă
˜
Nď
ℓ“1
gAXDℓ
¸
Y
˜ď
ℓąN
Dℓ
¸
,
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we get
µpgAXBq ď
Nÿ
ℓ“1
µpgAXDℓq ` ε{3.
Choose next M large enough so that
ř
kąM µpCkq ă ε{3N . Then, as
gAXDℓ Ă
˜
Mď
k“1
gCk XDℓ
¸
Y
˜ ď
kąM
gCk
¸
for every 1 ď ℓ ď N , and since µ is G-invariant, we get
µpgAXBq ď
Nÿ
ℓ“1
Mÿ
k“1
µpgCk XDℓq ` 2ε{3
for every g P G. By the first part of the proof, there exists a compact set K Ă G
such that
µpgAXBq ă ε @g P GzK.
This ends the proof of the first claim of the proposition.
Let us prove now the existence of the sequence pξnq Ă L2pX, σpFq, µq which
satisfies (2.3).
The probability standard space pS, νq contains an asymptotically invariant se-
quence pAnqně1 Ă BS such that νpAnq “ 12 for all n, and for every compact set
K Ă G,
(2.4) sup
gPK
νpgAn XAnq Ñ 1
2
as nÑ8.
Since G is a locally compact, second countable group, we choose an increasing
sequence of compact sets pKnqně1 Ă G such that G “
ď
ně1
Kn and such that for
every compact set K Ă G, there exists m ě 1 such that K Ă Km. Consequently,
by (2.4), for all m, k ě 1 there exists an integer npk,mq such that
ˇˇˇ
ˇνpgAnpk,mq XAnpk,mqq ´ 12
ˇˇˇ
ˇ ď 12
´
1´ e´ 1m2k
¯
@g P Km.
Then we set for all m
ξm “ χś
kě1 Anpk,mq
P L2pX,µq.
By construction, 0 ď ξm ď 1 and }ξm}2 “ 1 for all m.
Now let K be a compact subset of G; then for every integer m ě 1 such that
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K Ă Km, we have:
1 ě xπXpgqξm|ξmy “
ż
X
χś
kě1 Anpk,mq
pg´1xqχś
kě1 Anpk,mq
pxqdµpxq
“
ż
X
χś
kě1pgAnpk,mqXAnpk,mqqpxqdµpxq
“ µ
˜ź
kě1
`
gAnpk,mq XAnpk,mq
˘¸ “ ź
kě1
2νpgAnpk,mq XAnpk,mqq
ě
ź
kě1
2
ˆ
1
2
´ 1
2
p1´ e´ 1m2k q
˙
“
ź
kě1
e
´ 1
m2k
“ e´
ř8
k“1
1
m2k “ e´ 1m ÑmÑ8 1,
uniformly on K, where the first inequality follows from the Cauchy-Schwarz In-
equality.
Assume now that G is discrete, hence countable; set
Ω “
ď
gPG
ď
mě1
g ¨Xm
where Xm “
ś
k Anpk,mq is the support of ξm for every m. Then Ω is G-invariant,
the restriction of µ to Ω is σ-finite and L2pΩ, µq is separable since G is countable,
and it contains the sequence pξmq by construction. ˝
Thus, the proof of Theorem 1.5 is complete in the case where G is discrete thus
we will focus on the case where G is not discrete.
Remark 2.9. We are very grateful to Alessandro Calderi and Alain Valette for
having kindly communicated the present remark. The associated representation πX
of G on L2pX, σpFq, µq is not continuous in general. Indeed, if it was continuous,
then we would have
lim
gÑe
xπXpgqξ|ξy “ }ξ}22
for every element ξ P L2pX,µq, and in particular limgÑe µpgB X Bq “ 1 for every
B P F0 with µpBq “ 1. Choose a Borel set A Ă S such that νpAq “ 1{2, and set
B “śnA P F0. If g P G is such that νpgA△Aq ą 0, we have µpgBXBq “ 0 since
νpgAXAq ă 1{2. If we can make g Ñ e, we have proved that πX is not continuous.
It is the case for G “ S “ S1 equipped with its normalized Lebesgue measure.
We also observe that, in the case where G is countable, provided that we put
X0 “ B “
ś
n A as above and we take Ω “
Ť
gPG
Ť
mě0 g ¨ Xm, the unit vector
χB P L2pΩ, µq satisfies the following condition:
ϕBpgq :“ xπXpgqχB|χBy “
"
1 g “ e
0 g ‰ e.
This means that ϕB is the positive definite function δe whose GNS construction is
the (left) regular representation of G. Hence, the left regular representation of G
is a subrepresentation of πΩ.
If G is not discrete, we see no reason why πΩ should contain the regular repre-
sentation, as in this case there is no analogue of the function δe.
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3. Proof of Theorem 1.5, Part 2
Before proving the last part of our main theorem, let us make the following
comment which we owe to S. Baaj: Recall that if G be a lcsc group that acts
measurably on some measure space pΩ, µq where µ is G-invariant and σ-finite, and if
L2pΩ, µq is separable, then the associated unitary representation πΩ is automatically
continuous. This follows from Proposition A.6.1 of [2] for instance.
This means that, if we had been able to restrict our action of G to such a measure
space, then the proof of Theorem 1.5 would be complete. Unfortunately, we were
unable to do that, and thus we have to proceed as follows: we define a subfamily
Fc of F and a measure µc on σpFcq so that the permutation representation on
L2pX, σpFcq, µcq is continuous, and then, using continuity, we are able to restrict
the action of G to a σ-finite measure subspace of X which has all the desired
properties.
Before defining the above mentionned family Fc, we fix an increasing sequence
of compact sets pKnqně1 of G with the following properties: e P K˚1, Kn Ă K˚n`1
for every n ě 1 and G “ Ťně1Kn. We also set K :“ K1 which is a compact
neighbourhood of e.
Definition 3.1. (1) The family Fc,0 is the collection of sets A “
ś
nAn P F0
such that µpAq “śn 2νpAnq “ 0 or that
lim
NÑ8
8ź
n“N
2νpgAn XAnq “ 1
uniformly for g P K.
(2) We define the sequence pFc,nqně1 of collections of subsets ofX by induction:
Fc,n :“ tBzA : A,B P Fc,n´1u, and we set finally Fc “
Ť
ně0 Fc,n.
We also denote by σpFcq the σ-algebra generated by Fc; it is a sub-σ-algebra of
σpFq.
We observe that the sequence pśkě1 Anpk,mqqmě1 constructed in the proof of
Proposition 2.8 is contained in Fc,0. Indeed, we have proved that
2νpgAnpk,mq XAnpk,mqq P
”
e
´ 1
m2k , 1
ı
@g P K.
Hence, we get
1 ě lim
NÑ8
8ź
k“N
2νpgAnpk,mq XAnpk,mqq
ě lim
NÑ8
8ź
k“N
e
´ 1
m2k
“ e´ 1m limNÑ8
ř8
k“N
1
2k “ 1
uniformly on K. This proves among others that the associated sequence of vectors
pξmqmě1 Ă L2pX, σpFcq, µq is an almost invariant sequence of unit vectors.
In order to see that Fc,0 is stable under finite intersections, we need the following
elementary lemma.
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Lemma 3.2. Let pxkqkě1, pakqkě1 Ă R` be sequences such that
lim
NÑ8
ź
kěN
xk “ lim
NÑ8
ź
kěN
p1 ´ akq “ 1.
Then
lim
NÑ8
ź
kěN
pxk ´ akq “ 1.
Proof. There exists N0 so that xk ą 2{3 and 0 ď ak ă 1{2 for all k ě N0. This
implies immediately that
p´2ak ` a2kqxk ď ´
3
2
akxk ď ´ak
for all k ě N0, and we get for all N ě N0ź
kěN
xkp1´ akq2 ď
ź
kěN
pxk ´ akq ď
ź
kěN
xk
which proves the claim. ˝
Lemma 3.3. Let A,B P Fc,0. Then AXB P Fc,0.
Proof. Let A,B P Fc,0 where A “
ś
nAn and B “
ś
nBn.
If A or B has measure zero, then µpAXBq “ 0 and AXB P Fc,0. We assume that
µpAXBq ‰ 0. Thus, we have that the five sequences
8ź
n“N
2νpgAn XAnq,
8ź
n“N
2νpgBn XBnq,
8ź
n“N
2νpAn XBnq,
8ź
n“N
2νpAnq,
8ź
n“N
2νpBnq
converge to 1 uniformly on K as N Ñ8.
As νpAnq, νpBnq ‰ 0 for every n, we have
8ź
n“N
2νpgAn XAnq
2νpAnq ,
8ź
n“N
2νpgBn XBnq
2νpBnq ,
8ź
n“N
2νpAn XBnq
2νpAnq and
8ź
n“N
2νpAn XBnq
2νpBnq
converge to 1 uniformly on K as N Ñ8.
Moreover,
1 ě lim
NÑ8
8ź
n“N
2νpgpAn XBnq X pAn XBnqq
2νpAn XBnq
ě lim
NÑ8
8ź
n“N
2νpAn XBnq ´ 2νpAn XBn X gAcnq ´ 2νpAn XBn X gAn X gBcnq
2νpAn XBnq
ě lim
NÑ8
8ź
n“N
ˆ
1´ 2νpAnzgAnq
2νpAn XBnq ´
2νpBnzgBnq
2νpAn XBnq
˙
Using Lemma 3.2, we will show that
(˚) lim
NÑ8
8ź
n“N
ˆ
1´ 2νpAnzgAnq
2νpAn XBnq ´
2νpBnzgBnq
2νpAn XBnq
˙
“ 1.
One has to check that
(1) limNÑ8
ś8
n“N
´
1´ 2νpBnzgBnq
2νpAnXBnq
¯
“ 1;
(2) limNÑ8
ś8
n“N
´
1´ 2νpAnzgAnq
2νpAnXBnq
¯
“ 1.
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We prove (1) in detail; as the proof of (2) is similar, we will get p˚q. One has
lim
NÑ8
8ź
n“N
ˆ
1´ 2νpBnzgBnq
2νpAn XBnq
˙
“ lim
NÑ8
8ź
n“N
ˆ
1´ 2νpBnzgBnq
2νpAn XBnq
˙
lim
NÑ8
8ź
n“N
2νpAn XBnq
2νpBnq
“ lim
NÑ8
8ź
n“N
ˆ
2νpAn XBnq ´ 2νpBnzgBnq
2νpBnq
˙
.
Moreover,
lim
NÑ8
8ź
n“N
ˆ
1´ 2νpBnzgBnq
2νpBnq
˙
“ lim
NÑ8
8ź
n“N
ˆ
2νpBnq ´ 2νpBnzgBnq
2νpBnq
˙
“ lim
NÑ8
8ź
n“N
2νpBn X gBnq
2νpBnq “ 1.
As observed above, this ends the proof. ˝
Next, exactly the same arguments as those in Section 2 from Lemma 2.3 to
Proposition 2.8 allow to prove the following facts:
Proposition 3.4. The family Fc has the following properties:
(i) For all A,B P Fc, one has A X B P Fc and AzB P Fc, so that Fc is a
semiring, and the set of all finite disjoint unions of elements of Fc is the
ring generated by Fc which is denoted by RpFcq.
(ii) The diagonal action of G on X “śně1 S is σpFcq-measurable.
(iii) There exists a measure µc : σpFcq Ñ r0,8s which is G-invariant and such
that µcp
ś
nAnq “
ś
n 2νpAnq for every A “
ś
nAn P Fc,0.
(iv) The dynamical system pX, σpFcq, µc, Gq is a C0-dynamical system.
(v) Let pAnpk,mqqk,m be the family constructed in the proof of Proposition 2.8,
set Xm “
ś
k Anpk,mq and ξm “ χXm for every m ě 1. Then pξmq Ă
L2pX, σpFcq, µcq is a sequence of almost invariant unit vectors.
We are ready to prove that the representation πX on L
2pX, σpFcq, µcq is continu-
ous. To do this, it suffices to prove that, for every A P σpFcq such that µcpAq ă 8,
one has
}πXpgqχA ´ χA}22 “
ż
X
|χgA ´ χA|2dµc “
ż
X
|χgA ´ χA|dµc “ µcpgA△AqÑ0
as g Ñ e.
Proposition 3.5. Let A P σpFcq be such that µcpAq ă 8. Then
lim
gÑe
µcpgA△Aq “ 0.
Proof. Denote by S the family of sets A P σpFcq such that µcpAq ă 8 and
that limgÑe µcpgA△ Aq “ 0. Let us prove the following assertions:
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(i) One has Fc Ă S, i.e. limgÑe µpgA△Aq “ 0 for every A P Fc.
Indeed, If µpAq “ 0, the claim is obvious. Thus assume that A “śnAn and
lim
NÑ8
8ź
n“N
2νpgAn XAnq “ 1
uniformly on K. Let pgmqmě1 be a sequence in K which converges to e. We prove
that µcpgmAX Aq Ñ µcpAq as mÑ 8; this will prove the claim since we have for
every m
µcpgmA△ Aq “
ż
X
|χgmA ´ χA|dµc
ď
ż
X
pχA ´ χgmAXAqdµc `
ż
X
pχgmA ´ χgmAXAqdµc
“ 2pµcpAq ´ µcpgmAXAqq.
(Notice that we have used that µcpAq ă 8 and that µc is G-invariant.)
As
ś8
n“N 2νpgAn XAnq Ñ 1 uniformly on K, there exists N0 such that
8ź
n“N0`1
2νpgmAn XAnq
2νpAnq P
`?
1´ ε,?1` ε ˘ @m.
As the representation of G on L2pS, νq is continuous, one has, for every fixed n,
νpgmAn XAnq Ñ νpAnq as mÑ8.
Hence there exists M such that, for every n P t1, . . . , N0u,
νpgmAn XAnq
νpAnq P
”
p1´ εq 12N0 , p1` εq 12N0
ı
@m ěM.
Then one has for every m ěM
ś
ně1 2νpgmAn XAnqś
ně1 2νpAnq
“
˜
N0ź
n“1
2νpgmAn XAnq
2νpAnq
¸
¨
˜
8ź
n“N0`1
2νpgmAn XAnq
2νpAnq
¸
P p1´ ε, 1` εq.
This shows that µcpgmAXAq
µcpAq
Ñ 1 and µcpgmAXAq Ñ µcpAq as mÑ8.
(ii) If A,B P S, then A X B P S and AzB P S. In particular, S is a semiring of
subsets of X which contains Fc.
Indeed, let A,B P S and let g P G. Then
µcpgpAXBq△ pAXBqq “
ż
X
|χgAχgB ´ χAχB|dµc
ď
ż
X
|χgApχgB ´ χBq|dµc `
ż
X
|χBpχgA ´ χAq|dµc
ď µcpgA△ Aq ` µcpgB △Bq Ñ 0
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as g Ñ e. This shows that AXB P S. Next,
µcpgpAzBq△ pAzBqq “
ż
X
|χgpAzBq ´ χAzB|dµc
“
ż
X
|χgAp1 ´ χgBq ´ χAp1´ χBq|dµc
“
ż
X
|χgA ´ χA ´ pχgAχgB ´ χAχBq|dµc
ď µcpgA△Aq `
ż
X
|χgA ´ χA|χgBdµc
`
ż
X
χA|χgB ´ χB|dµc
ď 2µcpgA△Aq ` µcpgB△Bq Ñ 0
as g Ñ e, showing that AzB P S. Lemma 3.3 and these facts imply that Fc Ă S.
(iii) Let A1, . . . , An P S. Then their union
Ťn
j“1 Aj P S. In particular, S is a ring
of subsets of X which contains the ring generated by Fc.
Indeed, by (ii), we can assume that AiXAj “ H for all i ­“ j. Setting A “
Ůn
j“1 Aj ,
we have
µcpgA△Aq “
ż
X
ˇˇˇ
ˇˇ nÿ
j“1
χgAj ´
nÿ
j“1
χAj
ˇˇˇ
ˇˇ dµc
“
ż
X
ˇˇˇ
ˇˇ nÿ
j“1
pχgAj ´ χAj q
ˇˇˇ
ˇˇ dµc
ď
nÿ
j“1
µcpgAj △Ajq Ñ 0
as g Ñ e. This proves (iii).
(iv) Let A P σpFcq be such that µcpAq ă 8. Then
lim
gÑe
µcpgA△Aq “ 0.
Indeed, fix ε ą 0. By construction of the measure µc on σpFcq, and since S is a
ring which contains the ring RpFcq generated by Fc,
µcpAq “ inf
#ÿ
iě1
µcpAiq : Ai P Fc @i, A Ă
ď
i
Ai
+
.
Hence, there exists a sequence pAiqiě1 Ă Fc such that A Ă
Ť
iAi :“ B and
(3.1) µcpAq ď
ÿ
i
µcpAiq ă µcpAq ` ε
5
.
By (ii), we assume that Ai XAj “ H for all i ­“ j. Choose then N large enough so
that ÿ
iąN
µcpAiq ă ε
5
,
and let V Ă G be an open neighbourhood of e such that
Nÿ
i“1
µcpgAi △Aiq ă ε
5
@g P V.
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Then we have for every g P V
µcpgA△Aq ď
ż
X
|χgA ´ χgB|dµc `
ż
X
|χgB ´ χB|dµc `
ż
X
|χB ´ χA|dµc
ď 2µcpBzAq `
ÿ
i
µcpgAi △Aiq
ď 2µcpBzAq `
Nÿ
i“1
µcpgAi △Aiq ` 2
ÿ
iąN
µcpAiq ă ε.
˝
Remark 3.6. Since µ is not σ-finite, there is no reason that it coincides with µc
on σpFcq, even if it does on Fc Ă F . Furthermore, we had to use µc instead
of µ because of equality (3.1); more precisely, it is not necessarily true that, for
A P σpFcq one has
µpAq “ inf
#ÿ
iě1
µpAiq : Ai P Fc @i, A Ă
ď
i
Ai
+
.
Lemma 3.7. Let pΩ,B, ρq be a measure space on which a group G acts by mea-
surable automorphisms, and such that ρpgBq “ ρpBq for every B P B such that
ρpBq ă 8. Then the action of G preserves ρ, i.e. ρpgBq “ ρpBq for every B P B.
Proof. If there existed g P G and B P B such that ρpBq “ 8 and ρpgBq ­“ ρpBq,
then necessarily, we would have ρpgBq ă 8. But this contradicts our hypothesis
since then ρpg´1gBq “ ρpBq would be finite. ˝
The next proposition is the last step of the proof of Theorem 1.5.
Proposition 3.8. There exists a G-invariant subset Ω P σpFcq such that the mea-
sure ρ : σpFcq Ñ r0,8s, defined by ρpBq :“ µcpB X Ωq for every B P σpFcq, is
σ-finite and G-invariant. Furthermore, the Hilbert space L2pΩ, ρq is separable.
Proof. Let D “ tg1 “ e, g2, . . .u Ă G be a countable, dense subset of G. Set
Y “ Ťmě1Xm where Xm “śkě1 Anpk,mq as in Proposition 3.4, and set
Ω “
ď
hPD
hY.
Recall that the measure ρ on pX, σpFcqq is defined by
ρpBq “ µcpB X Ωq
for every B P σpFcq, so that ρ is σ-finite. It remains to prove that it is G-invariant.
By Lemma 3.7, it suffices to prove that ρpgBq “ ρpBq for every g P G and B P σpFcq
such that ρpBq ă 8. Then, for every i ě 1, set
Bi “ pB X giY qz
˜
i´1ď
j“1
gjY
¸
,
so that B X Ω “ ŮiBi, and thus ρpBq “ ři ρpBiq ă 8.
Then
ρpgBq ě ρpgpB X Ωqq “
ÿ
i
ρpgBiq.
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For fixed i, let phpiqn qně1 Ă D be such that hpiqn Ñ ggi as n Ñ 8. Then ρpgBiq ě
ρpgBi X hpiqn g´1i Biq for every n, and
ρpgBi X hpiqn g´1i Biq “ µcpgBi X hpiqn g´1i Biq Ñ µcpgBiq “ µcpBiq
as nÑ8, thus ρpgBiq ě µcpBiq, hence
ρpgBq ě
ÿ
i
ρpgBiq ě
ÿ
i
µcpBiq “ µcpBq ě µcpB X Ωq “ ρpBq.
We also get
ρpBq ď ρpgBq ď ρpg´1gBq “ ρpBq.
Finally, separability of L2pΩ, ρq follows from the countability of D and from its
density in G.
The proof is now complete. ˝
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